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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a work in progress. We are preparing our first cubesat mission, InnoCube, which we
plan to launch in spring 2023. We are also in the process of moving the whole chair to another building,
and creating a new mission control room. We take this as an opportunity to try and compare some novel
approaches, that might make the work of the ground team easier.
Our mission, InnoCube,1 is designed to test a “skip the harness (skith)” approach, which means the
system is comprised of multiple autonomous computing nodes communicating wirelessly with each other.
Each of these nodes is running an operating system instance of Rodos (Real time Onboard Dependable
Operating System).2, 3 As we are going to launch at least 16 computers within our 3U cubesat, it will create
a lot of telemetry to keep an eye on. Hence, we set out to create an environment that allows us to explore
and compare different ways to represent all this data, in order to give human operators a good view of
what is happening without overwhelming them. We aim to find out whether the possibilities of a virtual
environment help or hinder operators in their work, and if, which of the virtual representations facilitate
understanding of complex data.
In this paper we describe the design and technologies we employ to build two systems: the regular mission
control room featuring displays and standard human computer interfaces, and a virtual representation created
in Unity and accessible via VR headset, in which operators are free to move around and interact using
gestures. We explain how we work with Rodos and the Corfu4 framework, to derive the data to be displayed
from the on-board-software and which representations we create with it. We depict the ways the components
of the system interact and which measurements we will attempt, but the usability research itself will take
place after the conference, when the integration is complete and is likely to be the topic of a later paper.
Introduction

exploring options such as using the virtual environment for real mission control became very interesting.

When we started the ground software development for our latest satellite mission, InnoCube, in
spring 2020, the virtual control room (VCR) was
considered an educational side project. We had
planned to mainly use it for training purposes since
we expected to monitor our satellite from the chair’s
mission control room at the university. During development, the pandemic hit and putting groups of
people together into one room for extended periods
of time was no longer an option.
This massively shifted the focus of our ground
station user frontend software development towards
a web-based and remote login approach to enable operators to work from home or their offices. But the
individual operator would still need lots of hardware,
especially displays, to have all needed information at
hand, especially without the big shared overview displays usually available in a control room. Therefore,
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In the following sections, we give an overview of
how our groundstation software was initially planned
and implemented and in which ways we are changing it now to fit our updated objectives. We then
go on to explain the ideas on which the virtual control room design is based, and how we implemented
these. At the end of the paper, we offer a brief outlook, on how we plan to test and improve the usability of the virtual control room.
Early development
The ground control software and the virtual control room started out as separate projects. The first
version of the software for our conventional control
1
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room was developed by the InnoCube team, and
incorporated three diffenent projects:
The dev-egse , a basic C++ Qt application autogenerated by Corfu,4 which allows for command input and text-only display of telemetry values. This
software is described in more depth in our paper on
the Corfu framework.4
A setup for web-based telemetry views , encompassing a basic connector software to receive
Corfu-based telemetry and push it into a time-series
database, a Grafana instance providing multiple
dashboards, as well as a map and globe view showing
the satellite’s path over ground.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the dev-egse Qt
GUI and a popup telecommand window

The first version of Parcel5 , a Qt application written in Python featuring a telemetry-libconnector and visually appealing display of received
telemetry, that, in addition, allowed to search and
filter the telemetry data, including previously stored
historic telemetry.

Creating Dashboards for Telemetry Data
Since Grafana dashboards are widely used to display satellite telemetry data, e.g., by the SatNogs
project,9 we decided to also employ them for our
mission control room. To do so, we had to get the
telemetry data from the Corfu-generated telemetry
packets into a time-series database, in our case InfluxDB.10 Hence, the first step was to set up the
data export. For this, we installed Docker and
set up a standard InfluxDB Docker11 container.
Then we wrote a simple proof-of-concept connector in C++, which builds upon the Corfu-tele-lib
to receive telemetry packets. The connector extracts the telemetry data and constructs a console
command, to push the data into influxdb. After
this InfluxDB instance was properly receiving data
from our connector, we set up another Docker container for Grafana in the same virtual network. We
added our InfluxDB instance as main data source to
Grafana and started to manually create dashboards
like the one shown in Figure 6 from our telemetry
data.

Meanwhile, the first version of the virtual control room was created with Blender6 and Unity3d7
and then extended with an Unity plugin to display
websites on the various screens.
When joining both projects, we decided to reimplement our entire ground station frontend software
as web apps, polling the same database. This allows
us to use the same apps both in the physical and
virtual control room, as well as on our (home) office
computers.
The First Control Room Software
During delelopment, we used the Corfu-exampleobsw demonstrator, which regularly sends telemetry
data in the same format as the not-yet-finished onboard software. In our first attempt at the control
room software, we were sending commands over the
dev-egse Qt GUI, as seen in Figure 1 and displaying
overview telemetry data using Grafana dashboards.
To support more detailed analysis, especially of historical telemetry data, the operators could call up
multiple Parcel views on their other monitors. In
addition, we created a slowly rotating globe in d3geo8 and map, to display our ground stations and
the satellite path over ground. These were intended
to be projected to the front wall of our control room
as a central feature.
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Figure 2: The first dashboard showing live
telemetry for the Corfu-example-obsw
2
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Maps and Globes

Parcel

We employed d3.js12 and d3-geo,8 which feature
excellent documentation and quick-start examples,
to create a website displaying a slowly rotating globe
showing the ground station and satellite position as
well as an animated map of the satellite’s path over
ground. The rotating globe, as depicted on the left
side of the screenshot in Figure 3, was implemented
by rendering multiple objects on two stacked transparent canvas objects:

Parcel reimplements the Corfu-telemetry-lib connector stack using high level Python features such as
dynamic subclasses for easy data access. In its first
version, it has an abstract interface for data storage that is currently implemented as YAML16 and
MessagePack17 interfaces. Parcel will be extended
to also provide an InfluxDB interface. In addition,
Parcel provides its own Python library, allowing to
access live as well as historical telemetry data. It can
also be used to access this data from within scripts
and use other Python libraries to process the data
in various ways, such as filtering and plotting.

Figure 3: The simple animation displaying
the satellite position built with d3-geo

First, we added a d3.geoGraticule for reference
and then countrylines by creating the respective
geoPaths (vectors) from the TopoJSON13 representation of a political world map provided by NaturalEarthData.14 The groundstations’ locations were
indicated by brightly colored d3.geoCircle objects
drawn at the respective coordinates. As a last step,
we employed the d3.geoOrthograhic path projector
to draw this onto a sphere rendered onto the lower
canvas. On the upper canvas, we used the similarly
set up path generator to render a cirlce for the satellite position and a larger circle representing the estimated area of contact. As InnoCube has not yet
been launched, we used the TLEs from another satellite to calculate test positions and coordinates. This
data was also stored in the InfluxDB instance and
made accessible to the d3.geo using the node-influx15
client to set new position data in every upgrade cycle
of the web app. To achieve an effect resembling rotation, both canvasses were cleared and all projections
adjusted by a predefined angle and redrawn.

Figure 4: Parcel displaying live data generated by the Corfu-example-obsw
A screenshot of the Parcel main window can be
seen in Figure 4. On the top left side of this window
is a search bar, with the sidebar displaying telemetry
values below. On the right side is the main content
where customizable widgets like graphs and displays
can be placed. At the bottom is the status bar displaying all recently received data points, status information, and controls to select a particular data
point. While in live mode, the latest point is automatically selected.
As of now, a time-series graph and label are
provided as seen in the screenshot. These widgets
display the data corresponding to the current time
stamp. Additional widgets can be implemented using PyQt. The widget layout is defined in a Python
configuration script for the Parcel view. It also defines the kind of data storage interface, the IP address to listen to and other parameters. This makes
Parcel highly flexible and extensible. Almost every
component can be scripted and customized somehow. The next version, Parcel 2.0, is currently being
developed as part of the new control room frontend
software. It will feature an additional web frontend
view, to make Parcel accessible via web browser.

The map view was created by simply projecting
the very same geoPaths on a rectangle instead of a
sphere. The trail over ground was created by not
clearing the canvas before redrawing the satellites
position. Finally, the latest known satellite position
was rendered onto an additional canvas on top, in a
different colour from the underlying path.
Sittner
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The Problem

a virtual network connection if both containers are
run on the same machine, or otherwise over Virtual
Private Network (VPN) connections.

Although everything worked at that point, we
had multiple frameworks, solutions and databases
working in parallel. While some of them were only
executable on Linux systems others could be accessed from any system with a web browser. Hence,
after testing our respective ideas, we decided to settle on InfluxDB and (re)implement the entire ground
control frontend software as web apps, in order to allow for use from the the physical and virtual control
room, as well as from our (home) offices.
Second Implementation
Telemetry Data Flow
Telemetry created by the onboard software of a
skith node is forwarded and passed to the displays
in the virtual control room as follows:
All skith-nodes within InnoCube generate their
own telemetry and publish it to the Rodos telemetry topic, sending it within a pre-allotted time slot
of the skith onboard radio protocol. The node connected to the radio downlink listens for those messages and forwards them to the radio, where they
are queued, packed into an AX.2518 frame and sent
down as soon as a ground station is within reach.
Upon receiving, the radio software verifies the packets’ checksums and strips the AX.25 header, before
forwarding the telemetry packets to the groundstation software. The receiving subsystem within the
groundstation backend software stores a copy of the
raw packets and then forwards the Corfu-generated
telemetry packets to the telemetry database connector, which reads the value of each field and pushes
the individual telemetry data into an InfluxDB timeseries database.
Several software solutions can query the same
data base and create web-apps and visualisations,
which can be displayed on the screens of our coventional mission control room as well as on surfaces
in the virtual control room, simply by accessing the
respective web sites.

Figure 5: Groundstation backend and frontend software overview

Telecommand Data Flow
Upon receiving a telecommand, the Backend
Connector stores a copy of the telecommand data
and a timestamp of when it was issued in the backend database. The command index field and checksum are then set and the command is transformed
into a valid Corfu telecommand message. This message is then published to the telecommand topic by
the Corfu-egse-connector, and either sent to the ra-

Each telecommand issued from the web app is
sent to the Telecommand Authenticator and Bridge
component, which is responsible for verifying the validity of the user credentials as well as the user’s
permissions. If these are accepted and all command
parameters are within the preconfigured ranges, the
command is forwarded to the Telecommand Backend Connector. This transmission can happen over
Sittner
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dio software and uplinked to the satellite, or, in case
of a test scenario, forwarded to a locally run onboard
software instance via UDP.

Network: As the radio and groundstation computer may be different machines, and also be located
in different university networks, all data transmissions will be secured by VPN tunnels. Operators will
be able to access the ground station frontend software, which is run at the main groundstation server,
through the university network when logged in from
our chair’s offices and the virtual or ”normal” mission control rooms. All telecommand frontend endpoints will only be accessible from within the university network, operators working from home will
require a VPN connection to the university network.

Software Design Overview
There is a strict separation between the backend and frontend components in the overall structure of our software setup. The downlinked data and
telecommand uplink are, too, handled seperately, as
can be seen in Figure 5.

Server security: We will employ standard security practices on our linux machines, such as firewalls, strong (non-default) passwords and strict user
rights management, no unsecured database access,
and so on, before any system will be made available
over the network.

The backend software is implemented in C++
and run natively on a ground station computer.
The backend code is built upon the same Corfu
libraries for telemetry and telecommand transmission as the satellite’s onboard software. The Corfuegselib-connectors employed in the Backend Connectors exchange messages as native Corfu telemetry
and telecommand structs.

User authentication and rights management
will be built into the command frontend at a later
stage of the project, before it will be used to command the real satellite. A survey of available authentication frameworks and the first implementation of
appropriate security measures will be the topic of
another bachelor thesis within the project.

The frontend software is built in Python and
Javascript and making wide use of various freely
available libraries and systems. Its components are
set up within multiple interacting and exchangable
containers. While the backend is built with the main
focus on reliability, the frontend components are designed to to facilitate fast development and setup.
As the frontend components are available to users
over the network, they are also placed in their own
container subnetwork, when run on the same hardware as the backend.

State of Implementation
The software sending and forwarding the telemetry, as depicted on the left side of Figure 5, is mostly
implemented. Telemetry data received from Corfubased onboard software instances can be stored and
displayed. The GUI components exist and work as a
first implementation. The telemetry views provided
by Parcel are created automatically by a script parsing the onboard software configuration files, while
the Grafana dashboards are, as of now, created manually. So, there is still room for improvement.

For reasons of security and practicality, the
downlinked telemetry data and telecommand uplink are handled by two independent systems: as
the telemetry data received from the downlink is
only forwarded and presented, it is handled by its
own frontend software. These containers can even
be duplicated to a server outside the secured university network, potentially allowing space enthusiasts to view incoming telemetry data. In contrast,
the telecommand frontend, depicted on the right
side of Figure 5, will be comprehensively secured and
only made available in a secured subnetwork.

The telecommanding software, as depicted on the
right side of Figure 5 is currently under development.
The web app, is presently being implemented as part
of a bachelor thesis. Meanwhile, another member
of the InnoCube team is building a new command
backend using the existing Corfu-egse-lib and Corfuegse-connector, which also served as the basis for
the previous telecommmand frontend implementation, the currently used dev-egse telecommand GUI.
Further details on the telecommand frontend and its
integration with the virtual control room follow later
on in this paper.

Security Concerns
To prevent unauthorized access to the satellite
and our ground infrastructure, we plan to apply at
least the following security measures:
Sittner
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The Virtual Control Room

On the other hand, each individual workstation was
designed to be used as a personal computer, showing
more specific information for each staff member.
Figure 6 shows a screenshot of one section of
the first virtual control room, displaying the large
screens and the globe, as well as four workstations
for one of the teams.

The virtual control room is an attempt to create a virtual reality (VR) control room environment
for a satellite mission. This approach allows a full
recreation of a traditional control room but also enables new ways of representing data and interacting
with it. Also, the arrangement and design of the
virtual room can be easily adapted to accommodate
changes. The user can perceive a realistic, virtual
environment with a VR headset leading to an immersive experience.
Apart from creating a visually pleasing but not
distracting environment, one main challenge in a virtual environment is user interaction. The common
methods, keyboard and mouse, are hardly usable
while wearing a VR headset. But VR also enables
new methods of engagement, by tracking hand movement with a controller held in each hand. This gives
the user new interaction options like pointing, grabbing, pushing, or moving objects by hand gesture.
These challenges and our solutions to them will be
addressed later in this work. The first version of
the virtual control room was designed without a specific mission in mind, before the first ground station
software designs for InnoCube.

Figure 6: A view of the first virtual control
room scene
Implementation - Modelling and Rendering
In general, virtual reality applications require 3D
modelling in order to build a virtual world with
which the user may interact. We decided to use the
free and open source 3D modelling software Blender6
to create the meshes and the Unity3d7 engine for all
subsequent steps. We are now explaining the three
major building blocks of 3D model development we
undertook, as well as the constraints we had to consider while doing so:
First of all, modeling an object means building
its basic structure by creating a mesh. The mesh of
an object defines its shape through a combination
of vertices, edges and faces. Due to the high performance demands of VR applications, it is imperative to use objects with low polygon count. This
essentially means keeping the vertex count of the
objects meshes as low as possible. For the virtual
control room, only the objects’ meshes were created
in Blender as opposed to the textures and materials
which cannot be imported properly to Unity from
Blender. All further steps were therefore performed
in Unity3d.
As a second step, textures and materials are applied to the object to increase its realistic appearance
when rendered. While materials describe overall optical characteristics of an object, a texture is a single component of a material that breaks up the uniform appearance of the material. A general guideline
for performant 3D applications is to limit the number of different materials per asset to reduce CPU
overhead. Moreover, Unity GameObjects should be

First Version Design Thoughts
The configuration and design of a mission control
room is an important contributor to performance
and mission success. Design considerations include
efficiency and comfort in the working environment,
as the control room is built to support the staff during mission operations for long and continuous periods of time.
One of the advantages of a control room in virtual reality is that it is easy to modify and upgrade
once operational. Initially a rather generic control
room was designed, which allows for adaptation once
specific mission requirements are formulated. Simplicity served as one of the main design drivers, to
eliminate distractions for the operators.
Furthermore, the control room was initially designed to be used by multiple operators. We generally aimed to support flat hierarchies in the operation staff. As faster responses are achieved by
shorter chains of command and autonomous teams
rather than large hierarchies, members of the same
team are placed together. Uniting elements for all
teams are the shared visualization tools like the large
screens on the walls and a three dimensional globe
in the middle of the room. We envisioned these elements to show connecting and interdisciplinary data.
Sittner
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mapped such that the texel density, which describes
the amount of texture resolution on a mesh, across
faces and entire objects, remains as consistent as
possible. Otherwise, visual irritations may occur,
resulting in a less immersive user experience.
Lastly, one needs to add light sources, as appropriate lighting facilitates a realistic image and atmosphere by integrating the model into the scene.
Shaders are scripts that take lighting input and material settings, such as textures, into consideration
to calculate the color of each pixel when rendered.
The process during which Unity calculates all of the
lighting values is called ”baking”. The calculated
values are turned into large textures that are later
applied to the whole scene.

to it. Secondly, moving in VR makes many people
feel motionsick. In general, we tried to reduce the
need for first person movement by allowing the user
to pull objects of interrest towards them.
Another feature only possible in VR is displaying
a three dimensional earth model floating in the control room. This idea was already implemented in the
first virtual control room and was continued here. A
sun model was added in order to have proper lighting on the earth model. Earth rotation is changed
based on the real earth rotation and position in relation to the sun. In addition, we added a model
of the satellite to display the satellite position and
rotation as well as its orientation towards the sun.
We use that information to have a satelllite model
circulate around the earth model. This helps the
user to instantly have a visual representation of the
satellite’s position and rotation. Furthermore, the
user can now see whether the satellite is covered by
sunlight.

Second Version
We now turn to describing the process of planning and implementing the second version of the control room. We decided to design an entirely new
room that makes use of the best ideas from the previous version. Unlike the first implementation, our
control room scene is not intended to be used by a
group of people, but by a single user.
Second Version - Design Changes
VR provides us with a variety of new possibilities
in regard to displaying data and interactions. While
we initially wanted to incorporate an extensive set
of new features, we did not want to overwhelm and
distract the user from their work with an entirely
new environment. Hence, we opted for a calm and
simple design and employed traditional control room
elements to provide some kind of anchor for the user.
Like in a conventional control room, we place
consoles featuring not overly large, interactive displays in front of the user. If desired, a user can work
with these as if they were sitting in a physical control room. Most control rooms also feature large,
some even wall-sized, screens displaying relevant information, visible to everyone. Of course, we also
implement these, but one large advantage of a virtual environment is that objects can easily be moved
and resized. This enabled us to make the large
data displays not only interactive but also mobile.
When beneficial, the user can utilize UI interactions
to move each screen closer to them, thus making
temporarily important information more accessible.
This approach also addresses two VR-related problems: first, while we can in theory display a lot of
information at once, text that is farther away within
the scene appears to be much harder to read - even
when it is huge - and the user will try to get closer
Sittner

Figure 7: Not-yet interactive design elements
rendered by Blender
Following our move-objects-instead-of-operatorsdirective, we opted to make it possible to grab and
rotate the earth model, so that the user can easily
view the realtime globe and the satellite orbiting it
from all angles. In addition, we attached a virtual
camera to each axis of the satellite. These camera
views are projected onto three of the displays. That
way, the user can access the satellites position, pointing and movement visually instead of reading it as
numerical data.
Design Implementation
To begin, we made a raw concept of the control
room architecture. We opted to create a new room
for one single user, not a group of people interacting in VR. As every user is meant to have their own
control room scene, we decided to place the user at
the center of the room and move the huge three di7
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mensional globe into its own room, to be pulled into
focus when needed, like any other display.
That in mind, we designed two intersecting circular rooms, as depicted in Figure 8: the main room
is rather large and reminds of a traditional control
room with four consoles closer to the operator as
well as huge displays along the walls. Everything
in this room is directed at the user standing at the
very center of the room, from where they can observe
and pull forward the various displays. The adjacent
room features the earth and sun model. This room
is a bit smaller and also more dimly lit in order to
make the sunlight and shadow on the earth model
and satellite clearly visible.

Figure 9: A view into the main control room
in Unity

Enabling Interaction

Unity3d itself allows adding functionality to any
object in the scene via C# scripts. In addition,
we employed the latest XR Interaction Toolkit (preview) package19 which offers support for augmented,
mixed and virtual reality applications, providing actions like moving, grabbing interactables, and object activation. We also installed the the Oculus XR
Plugin,20 which helped us to set up an interactive
environment for our Oculus headsets. We used every package’s latest version as available in January
2021. First, we describe how we support the basic user interaction, while the mathematics behind
the positioning of the earth and sun model will be
explained in depth in a separate chapter.

Figure 8: A map of the new virtual control
room. The orange dot in the middle depicts
the initial position of the operator.

After configuring Unity, we added an XR-rig to
the scene. The XR-rig is a special object provided
by the XR-toolkit which replaces the main camera
as the root of the scene and generally serves as the
user in the room. It is connected to the user’s VR
glasses and controllers and enables them to interact
with their environment, e.g., to grab objects via ray,
or change position within the scene. We then used
the XR Interaction Toolkit to set up basic UI interactions, which we extended and added our own
functionality to the 3d models. For example, realtime rotation of the earth model, making displays
movable, or using virtual reality browser windows
to access the Internet and display data. Figure 10
depicts the user’s view from the middle of the main
room while pulling one panel into focus for closer
inspection.

As before, the 3d modeling of the various needed
objects was done in Blender and the subsequent
steps were performed with Unity3d. When were
happy with the design, we loaded all 3D models into
a new Unity scene. Regarding the textures, we opted
for a rather dark and unobstrusive design, in order
to not avert the user’s focus from the data displays.
We baked the textures together with normal maps
in order to provide information about the textures’
haptic surface. After the textures were imported
and wrapped onto the 3d models, we added a light
source to the sun model and soft lighting, as well as
a few space-related design elements to the scene.
Sittner
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Figure 10: View into the main control room
with one display pulled into focus

The current version of the room can be entered
via cable connected headsets. We also built an .apk
for the standalone Oculus Quest / Oculus Quest 2,
but some of the required assets are not yet running
properly on Android.

Figure 11: A user navigating a website within
the virtual control room.
When the line intersects with the web browser
window, the mouse cursor is placed at the point of
intersection. So, the user can just point at the screen
to control the mouse. To perform a mouse click, a
button is pressed on the controller while pointing at
the desired object on the screen. But just pointing
your hand at the monitor can feel inaccurate, since
there is often no immediate feedback from the website and the hand can hardly be held completely stable. To give the user a more direct feedback the line
drawn from the simulated hand to the display, is also
made visible to the user and festures a small dot at
the end which represents the mouse cursor. The line
is only drawn when the user is pointing at a screen
and is inside a specific range, to not distract them
while pursuing a different task and to prevent an
accidental interaction from across the entire room.

Exchanging Data
It is possible to update the simulation based on
external data as well as to interact with the real
world from inside the virtual control room, e.g. by
sending telecommands. To facilitate this, information can be forwarded in and out of the simulated
environment in two different ways while the program
is running:

The first option is to access information via web
browser inside the virtual control room. For this,
the SimpleUnityBrowser 21 package is used to display a regular web-browser window onto multiple
monitors placed inside the control room. On this
monitors any website can be viewed, in particular
the ones described above. Simpleunitybrowser works
by running an instance of the Chromium Embedded
Framework in the background. This instance renders a website but does not immediately display it,
instead the image can be viewed and modified in different programs like Unity. The option to interact
with the website through mouse and keyboard comes
with the SimpleUnityBrowser package, but this is
hardly usable in VR. Because of this, we modified
the interactions to work in VR: The mouse cursor
is simulated by drawing an imaginary line from the
hand of the user in the direction of pointing with
their fingers, as depicted in Figure 11.
Sittner

The second way of communicating with the virtual control room is over the UDP protocol. UDP
communication is enabled by adding a corresponding C# script to the desired object in the Unity
scene. With this, a UDP connection to any other
program running in the same network as the virtual
control room can be established. Information can
be transferred in both directions between the two
programs. The other program, currently a proof-ofconcept bash script, can be implemented in almost
any other programming language, since the UDP
protocol has wide-spread adoption. Furthermore,
the kind of data send over the link can be arbitrary
defined as long as both sides know what it represents. This definition and a matching port number
for the UDP protocol are the only necessary configurations. As explained above, the C# script provides
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complete control over every parameter of the unittyobject it is attached to. As an example application,
we implemented a simple program, by which a new
orientation of the satellite can be put in by hand
and then send over the UDP connection. The 3D
model of the satellite orbiting the earth model then
changes its orientation accordingly.
Soon, the UDP connection and script will be used
to periodically poll orientation data from the timeseries database in order to update the representation
within the virtual control room.

their own state. Using this, typical UI elements, e.g.,
input fields or buttons, can be enhanced with special
behaviors to improve their usabilty in the virtual environment. Such a component can later be reused in
every other view to accomplish a cohesive look and
feel throughout the application.

App Strucure The app structure will be kept as
close to the original - non virtual reality - implementation of a Corfu application as possible. To support
this, the Corfu configuration files for each node and
app will be used for the web GUI creation.

Creating a New Telecommand Interface
The current implementation of the virtual control room has only limited means of user interaction,
such as moving the operator, grabbing and repositioning some objects, e.g., displays, and using a
web-browser. Of course, the user shall not only use
the virtual control room to view information, but
also be able control the future mission by sending
telecommands. The first and most obvious step in
order to facilitate telecommanding is to use the already available virtual reality web browser to display a web app with UI elements that trigger outgoing telecommands. This approach also enables us
to create software, to be used not only from withtin
the virtual control room, but also from any other
computer equipped with a web browser.
To adapt the GUI according to different end user
demands and needs, our design and implementation
will follow a responsive approach, as it is commonly
done for mobile vs desktop views of websites. In
addition, we plan to add special support for the operators working in VR, as we have to consider that
their UI interaction will not be as precise as from
users utilizing a conventional setup with mouse and
keyboard. Thus, our UI elements have to be designed to counteract unwanted incorrect inputs from
the user. This can be achieved by adjusting UI input sizes, adding extra confirmation prompts, and
visual or possibly even haptic feedback.
Later on, we will also explore the use of UI elements that are defined in the virtual environment
itself, such as knobs, sliders, and buttons that trigger
events to the backend, wither without using the web
browser or by trying to somehow link these elements
to the web GUI.

Figure 12: Overview of node and app configuration files, from which the telecommands
and parameters are read.

As depicted in Figure 12, the Corfu node and app
definitions are structured hierarchically: The configuration file each Corfu node defines which apps are
compiled into the onboard software of that node,
while the configuration file for a corfu app defines
all app parameters and features, including telecommands. We are currently implementing code to
parse these configuration, and to dynamically create widgets for each application, and to combine
them into web apps fit to issue telecommands for
each node.

Earth and Sun Model Creation
For a better user experience and a better visualization of the data and simulations, we decided to
implement a tool that helps us to convey these features: A globe system, which is able to display a
fairly accurate depiction of the earth. As a basis in
unity, we used an empty object, which represents the
Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) system.

The web frontend itself will be implemented as
a responsive web-app with React,22 a JavaScript library designed for building interactive user interfaces. React is a component-based library, which
allows to build encapsulated components managing
Sittner
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2415018.5, which is composed of 2,415,018 days difference between their starting points as the day offset and 12h/24h = 0.5 for the time offset. The offset
is added to the OLE-date and returned for further
use as shown in the code above. The ”ToOADate”23
method is used for the conversion of the current date
to OLE format. Next, we convert this Julian date
to U T (Universal Time):
U T = (jd + 0.5) mod 1

(1)

jd0 = jd − U T

(2)

TU =

jd0 − 2451545.0
36525

(3)

first, as seen in Equation 1, we add 0.5 to match
midnight as starting point and, using the modulo
operator, we extract the fraction of day, which is
functionally equivalent to the U T . Further, we extract the last Julian midnight (jd0) by subtracting
that U T from the current Julian date (Equation 2),
convert this to Julian centuries (T U ) since J2000 by
subtracting the Julian date of the 1st of January
2000 from jd0 and dividing it by 100 years in days
(Equation 3).
Figure 13: An early implementation of the
eath model, with ground station and satellite
orbit.

GM ST = 24110.54841 + 8640184.812866TU
+0.093104TU2 − 6.2 ∗ 10−6 TU3
F actorSynodicSidereal
tSynodicLength
= 1.00273790935
=
tSiderealLength

Simulating Earth Rotation
We added the earth model as a child object to the
ECI system and attached a script, that accurately
rotates the earth according to the current time. This
method uses a conversion to the Object Linking and
Embedding (OLE) System, which can represent a
date as a floating-point number. This representation handles all digits before the dot as the number
of days after the 30th of December 1899, 12:00 AM.
The digits after the point is the time in hours, divided by 24. Example: 1st of January 1900, 6:00 is
represented by the number 2.2.

(5)

GM ST = (GM ST + 1.00273790935 ∗ U T ∗ 86400.0)
mod 86400.0
(6)
In the next step, we convert this TU to GM ST
at 0:00 by inserting it in the IAU 2000 definition of
the GM ST 24 and approximate it by replacing the
required TT by our UT, since we don’t require such
high precision (Equation 4). Finally, we can calculate the current time. We start by defining a factor,
representing the ratio of synodic and sidereal length
of a day (Equation 5). We also need a factor, representing the current fraction of the day in seconds, so
we multiply the U T by 24h in seconds. Proceeding,
we multiply these factors and add them to the previously calculated GM ST at 0:00 and use modulo
again, to ensure the time stays between 0h and 24h
(Equation 6).

private double ToJulianDate(DateTime date)
{
return date.ToOADate() + 2415018.5;
}
To convert the OLE representation to a Julian
date, we have to consider the offset – 30th of December 1899 vs. 1st of January, 4713 BC – and the
different starting points for days, which are midnight
for OLE and noon for Julian. This offset results in
Sittner
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θRotation = 2.0π ·
11

GM ST
86400.0

(7)
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With the final product, the GM ST in seconds,
we can divide it by 24h in seconds to get the fraction
of the current day and multiply that by 2π to gain
the current rotation of the earth in radians (Equation 7). Like this, we can always ensure, that the
simulated earth is rotated correctly according to the
current time.

(10)
Now, we determine the eccentric anomaly eAn,
by iterating over it using newton iteration until the
change is smaller than 1 ∗ 10−10 :
double eccentricAnomaly = currentMeanAnomaly;
double change;
do
{
double g;
double dg;
double E;
g = eccentricAnomaly e * Math.Sin(eccentricAnomaly)
- currentMeanAnomaly;
gd = 1 - e * Math.Cos(eccentricAnomaly);
E = eccentricAnomaly - (g / gd);
change = eccentricAnomaly - E;
eccentricAnomaly = E;
} while (Math.Abs(change) > 1e-10);

Ground Station Position Calculation
The next objective is the visualization of the
ground station on the surface of the simulated earth.
This is reached by converting the station’s received
longitude and latitude to a vector and displaying it
at the respective position. We used the following
method to achieve this:


cos θLat ∗ cos θLong


sin θLat
PStation = REarth · 
(8)

cos θLat ∗ sin θLong
where, REarth is using the radius of the simulated
earth in unity.

Using this, we can easily calculate the true anomaly
ν (Equation 11):
r

!
1+e
eAn
· tan
(11)
ν = 2 · arctan
1−e
2

Orbit Calculation
We can draw most orbits around our simulated
earth, using TLE25 data. We start by extracting all
directly readable elements, like: inclination, right
ascension of the ascending node, eccentricity, argument of perigee, mean anomaly and mean motion.
Additionally, we calculate the time from the 1st of
January 2000 in seconds as timeN ow.
To represent the orbit, we calculate 640 points
and save them. For each point, we convert the mean
motion to radians per second and calculate the semimajor axis a by using:
a=

MU

Now that we have the true anomaly, we can calculate
all other missing pieces. The distance to the spacecraft is calculated in Equation 12 and the shifted
argument of perigee in Equation 13.

a 1 − e2
r =a·
(12)
(1 + e cos ν)
aopshif ted = aop + ν

(9)

2

mM o 3

The shifted argument of perigee aopshif ted represents the total angle between ascending node and
the spacecraft, which in turn can be used to calculate
the position of it in x-y-z coordinates (Equations 14,
15, 16).

With M U being the gravitational constant multiplied with the mass of earth and mM o being the
mean motion.
The current mean anomaly mAncurrent for each
point is calculated using the mean anomaly mAn,
mean motion mM o, the timeN ow, the epoch of the
TLE date epoch in second since 1st of January 2000
- 0:00 and an artificial offset in radians calculated
by the current point j multiplied by 0.01 to approximate a full orbit of 640 ∗ 0.01 = 6.4 ≈ 2π radians.
This is done as follows:

x = r ( cos Ω · cos (aopshif ted )
− sin Ω · sin (aopshif ted ) · cos i )
y = r ( sin Ω · cos (aopshif ted )
+ cos Ω · sin (aopshif ted ) · cos i )
z = r · sin (aopshif ted ) · sin i

mAncurrent = mAn
+ meanM otion ∗ (timeN ow − epoch)
+ (j ∗ 0.01)
Sittner
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1
3

12

(14)

(15)
(16)

here, Ω is the right ascension of the ascending
node and i is our inclination. Following, we divide
this vector by the actual earth equatorial radius of
35th Annual Small Satellite Conference

6, 378, 137m and multiply it by the radius of our inapplication earth globe to achieve a scaled down version of our orbit with approximately the same relative size as the real-life counterpart. We can use
this simple method because we don’t require high
precision.
We will continue to build more functionality into
this model, e.g., displaying the terminator on earth
and visualizing whether the satellite is exposed to
the sun, or in the earth’s shadow. For this, we will
add a light emitting model of the sun, which our
earth model will orbit. We are currently implementing the code to place all models at the right position
and angle in order to achieve realistic results.

likely not apply. Therefore the main concern when
designing the telecommanding interface should be
the display and lighting configuration. While the
overall look of the first concepts is exciting and visually appealing, the very dark aesthetic might be
distracting and strenuous for the eyes when trying
to focus on a task for a longer time period. To evaluate these points, multiple configurations will be set
up and compared in an usability study at the end of
the thesis.
Testing and Further Development
The first round of usability testing will begin after completion of the web-based telecommand gui in
late fall 2021. While we are still working out the
concrete testing scenarios and the questionaire, the
general approach will be as follows:
First, individual users will be given a set of
operator tasks, such as monitoring specific subsystems and uploading new sets of commands, to fulllfill
in the virtual control room. (The test users will be
allowed to end the simulation anytime when feeling
VR sick.) Afterwards, we will ask them to answer
a questionaire on usability and interview them on
their experience of working in VR.
Second, pairs of volunteers, which did not
partake in the other test, will be given the same set
of objectives to fullfill. One user will be working in
the physical control room, the other will be working in VR. We will record the response times, e.g.,
when reacting to scripted error messages. To refine
this, we are going to ask the chair of psychological
ergonomics help us devise a set of tasks and tests to
evaluate the quality and tolerability of work in the
virtual control room.
We expect that the results of the first round of usability testing will cause some changes and revisions
of the virtual control room. If we, however, succeed in creating a virtual control room setup which
provides an acceptable work environment, the next
main enterprise will be to upgrade the virtual control room into a multi-user experience.

Outlook
Since the virtual control room is an ongoing
project, there is still a lot of work to be done. The
main concern, which we will address before as well
as during the usability study, are the ergononomical
aspects of working in a VR environment for longer
periods of time. One of our students is currently surveying this as part of their bachelor thesis and here
is a short summary of their thoughts on the matter:
Improving Ergonomics
The current design of the virtual reality control
room is mainly trying to create a visually pleasing
and interesting virtual environment, but has not yet
been optimised in terms of ergonomics.
By definition, ergonomics is a scientific field that
applies psychological and physiological principles to
the engineering and design of systems. The goal of
ergonomics is to reduce human error, increase productivity, lengthen the duration of work and enhance
safety and comfort. The main question is if the ergonomic disciplines elaborated in the real world can
be simply transformed to a virtual environment.26
The most common symptoms when working with
digital devices are eye strain, neck, shoulder and
back pain, headache and blurred vision. While pain
in neck, shoulder and back usually are caused either
by sitting in suboptimal positions or a general misconfiguration of the workplace.26 Most other symptoms have their origin in the use of displays and bad
lighting.26
Some physical complaints can be countered by
simply improving posture, e.g., by placing the head
- the virtual reality camera - at the top of the virtual
monitor viewing area. As the user is usually standing when using the virtual reality control room, issues coming from a bad sitting position will most
Sittner

Conclusion
Creating a virtual environment fit for users to
work in cannot be achieved in one go. We had and
will have to adjust, rethink, redevelop and reimplement multiple aspects of the virtual control room
and the GUI. Close cooperation and coordination
between the teams working on the different aspects
of the VR experience proved to be crucial.
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We hope this brief insight into our continuing work
might help other teams exploring the prospects of
using VR environments in satellite mission control.
We expect to be able to provide more insight on the
advantages and caveats of long-time working in virtual environment in subsequent publications.
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